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Overview

• Introduction
– My data management story
– California Digital Library / UC3
– Why am I here?

• Research Data Management & “Support Your Data” 



Maya Archaeology, Ethnobotany



Escalera al cielo (Stairway to heaven)



Grupo Yaxche Popol Nah 2009



Grupo Yaxche Popol Nah 2011



Paper and digital field records



Photos, interviews, modern botanical samples

 





Acrocomia aculeata
coyol, cocoyol (Spanish)
tuk (Yucatec Mayan)



Historical documents and 
photos



Field > Lab(s) analysis > Interpretations  



GIS & photogrammetry for 3D models





• 8 years of research data in 3 languages
• 4 relational databases; 1 geospatial database
• Analysis: chemical spectra, scripts, etc.
• 1000s of photos and photomicrographs
• Digital and paper field records, interviews, etc.
• Historical materials
• Physical materials: artifacts, sediment & botanical samples

Data management nightmare



California Digital Library (Oakland)
University of California: 10 campuses



California Digital Library

Research Data Specialist
University of California Curation Center (UC3)
• Data management planning
• Data publishing and preservation
• Training and outreach



Training and outreach

Research data lifecycle doesn’t reflect reality
Data language isn’t meaningful to researchers





Support Your Data

You  are the expert in your field.
We’re NOT here to tell you how to conduct your 
research or talk about open data policies.

We’re here to make you aware of some best 
practices for how you might organize, save, 
document, and share the outputs of a project 
involving data.



• Lightning talks



Learning objectives

1. How to self-assess your current data 
management and sharing practices.

2. How to access tools and resources for 
advancing your data management and 
sharing practices (if desired or required).

3. Data-related resources available to Kyoto 
University.



Important points

We aren’t here to judge your current data 
management practices.

We will follow the loose progression of a 
research project but in practice these issues will 
come up in a different order or simultaneously.



Definitions

Data: all factual material collected, observed, or created to 
produce original research results.

Data Management: Thinking through and documenting 
how data and other materials will be organized, prepared, 
analyzed, saved, and shared over the course of your 
research project.

Data Sharing: Making your data available so that they can 
be accessed and used - by yourself or by others - in the 
future.



Support Your 
Data materials

Self-assessment tool
One-page guidance
Website (coming soon)



Questions to ask yourself

1. What is/are your data?
2. What do you want to do with your data?
3. What can you do with your data?
4. What mandates, expectations, or guidance 

exist related to your data?
5. Who is responsible, and for what?
6. What data-related resources are available 

and what do you need to get help with?



Why you should think about this

Immediate and practical:
• Helps ensure that everyone in your lab or research group can access data they need.
• Helps other researchers find and make use of your data.
• Can help prevent the loss or unnecessary duplication of data (and analysis!).
• It's required by your funder, publisher, institution, or PI.

Longer term:
• Comply with the legal and ethical frameworks that apply to your data.
• Important for ensuring research integrity.
• Important for ensuring research transparency and reproducibility.
• Helps ensure that you can do what you want/need with your data.

Most important:
• The researcher who will benefit most from these practices is you.



Planning

A plan detailing how you’ll manage your data and 
other research materials (including documentation, 
code, and physical samples) over the course of a 
project will help your research proceed efficiently. 
Creating a comprehensive plan for your data is an 
important step in developing a new research project, 
but the best plans also evolve as a project proceeds.



Data Management Plans

• The types of data to be collected including file formats.
• How you plan to transform and analyze it.
• How you will document data so that it can be understood and 

used by others.
• If you will use applicable data standards or vocabularies.
• What you plan to do with your data at the end of the project 

so that you and others can still access and reuse it. 
• Roles and responsibilities - Who is responsible for what?
• If there are any costs involved.



Organizing data involves ensuring that you can find 
your data and other research materials (including 
documentation, code, and physical samples) when 
needed.

Organizing your data



What does it mean to organize data?

You can’t use data you can’t find. Consider the following:

• Names - Data should be labeled using a consistent and 
descriptive file naming system

• Structures - Data should be organized within a consistent 
and easy to navigate file structure. 

• Connections - Data and other materials should be organized 
in a manner that emphasizes the links between them. This 
may refer to different versions of the same file or different 
files related to the same aim or project.

• Documentation -You should document how you organize 
your data and other research materials and refer back to and 
update your documentation often (e.g. notes, data 
dictionaries, metadata).



There is more to saving data than ensuring you have 
appropriate backups. How and where you save your 
data and other materials depends on their size, format, 
and content as well as your intentions about making 
them available at the conclusion of your research 
project.

Saving and backing up your data



What does it mean to save data?

Three factors to consider when saving your data.
• Location - When possible, save multiple copies of your data 

across a variety of storage media. Hard drives, cloud storage, 
and other options have different levels of reliability, but all 
will eventually fail or become obsolete.

• Time - Saving data takes time, but losing data wastes time. 
Backing up data should be a regular part of your research 
practice.

• Format - Data should be saved in a format that enables later 
use. This may involve saving data in open or easily accessible 
file formats or simply storing your data alongside the 
documentation and other research materials needed to make 
use of it.



There are probably intermediate steps between the 
data you collect and the data you examine, analyze, 
and publish. Preparing data involves ensuring: 
• that your data exists in a form ready for analysis, and
• that you have documented how and why you 

prepared your data this way.

Preparing or transforming your data



What does it mean to prepare data?

Preparing data means cleaning, coding, processing, or 
otherwise transforming it in some way. While doing 
this, it is important to document what you’ve done so 
that your steps can be retraced – by yourself or by 
others – in the future. Documentation about your data 
is part of your data.

What should you document?
Everything!



There is more to analyzing your data than running 
statistical tests, summarizing comparisons, and 
creating visualizations. Analyzing your data also 
involves ensuring that a future researcher (who may or 
may not be you) can understand and replicate your 
analyses.

Analyzing data



What does it mean to analyze data?

The methods you use to draw conclusions from your data 
will depend on your research questions, your field of 
research, and the tools you have available to you.

Two factors to consider when analyzing your data:
• Documenting analysis decisions -You should be as 

transparent as possible about how and why you 
conducted your specific analyses.

• Managing analytical outputs - If your analyses generate 
additional outputs (documents, images, etc), you should 
organize and save them as if they were any other 
research product.



Sharing data is more involved than simply uploading 
files somewhere for other researchers to find. The 
methods you use to share your data will depend on 
many factors including the size and content of your 
data, mandates from the entities that fund and publish 
your research, and assumptions and requirements 
related to future use. 

Sharing or publishing data



What does it mean to share data?

Three factors to consider when sharing your data:
• Format - Data should be shared in a usable format. This 

may mean sharing raw data instead of prepared data (or 
vice versa) or ensuring that data are saved in common or 
open file formats.

• Completeness - Remember that notes, documentation, 
and other information about your data are part of your 
data. 

• Location - When choosing a method for sharing your 
data, consider how other researchers will find and use it. 
The storage options you use to save your data as you 
work on it will probably be different than the options 
you use to share it, especially over the longer term.



Hands-on activity: part 1

• Use the rubric to assess your own practices
• Where do you spend the most time? Rank the 

areas or choose the most important one(s) for 
your own research practices
– Planning
– Organizing
– Saving
– Preparing
– Analyzing
– Sharing



• Recall your biggest data management 
challenges; what areas of the rubric would 
help you address them?

• Begin to think about where you can get 
training, resources, additional help to improve 
in these areas, e.g., 
IT/databases/software/server consultation

Hands-on activity: part 2



• Summarize answers to discussion questions
• Was this helpful?
• Can you identify at least one thing you can 

change immediately to make your research 
life easier/more efficient?

Reporting…



Thank you
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